SPECIALTY MORTISE FUNCTIONS
The vandal-resistant Confinement Room Lockset is designed with a concealed second cylinder. This alternate cylinder is designed to be used when the standard cylinder has been tampered with and is no longer operative. Available with both ligature resistant Crescent Pulls or Flush Pull Trim, the double cylinder adds a layer of emergency accessibility.

DETAILS + OPTIONS

- Asylum function standard
- Furnished with High Security Mortise Lock
- 626/630 finish standard, anti-microbial plating available
- Supplied with Torx Security Screws
- 2-3/4” backset standard, other backsets available
- Crescent Pull trim available
- Dimensions: 15-7/32” high by 4-13/32” wide with a projection of 13/16”
The 9147i Specialty Function with Occupancy Indicator is designed for privacy applications where authorized access is always needed. Clearly showing when room is in use, it is properly used for staff restrooms or similar environments where occupancy status is desired.

DETAILS + OPTIONS
- Inside thumb turn confirms status of outside indicator
- Outside lever always rigid, entry by key only
- Indicator automatically resists to green (unoccupied) when door is closed
- Available with High Security or Grade 1 Mortise Lock
- 626/630 finish standard, anti-microbial plating available
- Supplied with Torx Security Screws
- 2-3/4” backset standard, other backsets available
- Dimensions: 12-1/4” high by 4-13/32” wide with a projection of 2-7/32”
CH 9142

ASNTB MODIFIED ASYLUM LOCKSET

This modified function allows the inside cylinder to lock/unlock the inside handle and conversely, the outside cylinder to lock/unlock the outside handle. Commonly used with electric strikes, the lock is supplied with no trigger bolt.

DETAILS + OPTIONS

• Inside and outside handles are independent of each other and can remain locked or unlocked if positioned by the cylinder on its side

• After egress from unlocked side, door will remain locked (from locked side)

• Available with High Security or Grade 1 Mortise Lock

• 626/630 finish standard, anti-microbial plating available

• Supplied with Torx Security Screws

• 2-3/4” backset standard, other backsets available

• Dimensions: 12-1/4” high by 4-13/32” wide with a projection of 2-1/8”
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